
tips for Creating your 
story or idea.

Keep your ideas 
very simple and 

short.

make sure your 
ideas are strong 
visually. you're 
telling a story 
with pictures.

It's easier to tell a
story with a small cast

of characters.



 watch the animations 
in the examples 

section.

Stick with ideas/
stories that you 
are familiar with. 
this will focus 

minds.

For example, an 
advert for tea.
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you could also try 

different  greetings

Bonjour...
madam?

Monsieur!
Ca va?

¡Hola! ¿quÉ tal?

Bien, gracias.

Bonsoir.



Planning your idea/story
Make a list of bullet 

points highlighting the 
action of your idea.

A simple bullet point plan for the movie "Europe" 

featured in the examples area.

1- Big star is waiting 

2- A bigger star walks on.

3- They say hello and wave.

4- They hold hands.

5- Lots of little stars appear and 
create a circle.

"hello" can then be added to the animation  
in as many european languages as possible. 
in post production.

6- greetings appear as words or are added 
as voice over in post production.



Animation is a time based 
medium.

Now we are 
going to add  
time to each 

bullet point.

1- Big star is waiting  = 3 seconds

2- A bigger star walks on. = 2 seconds

3- They say hello and wave = 3 seconds.

4- They hold hands. = 3 seconds

5- Lots of little stars appear and 
create a circle = 4 seconds

Your animation software will most likely 
work at 12 frames per second (FPS) This 
means for action lasting 3 seconds you will 
need to take 36 frames/shots.

6- greetings appear as words or are added as 
voice over in post production = 10 seconds



if you want to add 
dialogue to your 

animation make sure 
you shoot enough 

frames.

Plan any dialogue  
and voice overs 
before you film.

The more 
planning you do 

the better.
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Working out the length of the bullet points 
in seconds and frames.

You can also turn the bullet 
points into a storyboard.

Storyboards help visualise the story/
idea. If the pictures make sense then the 
film should.



Action- Big star is waiting

Shot- Long shot

length- 2 seconds

Action- bigger star walks on

Shot- Long shot

length- 2 seconds

Action- The stars greet each other

Shot- Long shot

length- 3 seconds

Action- stars hold hands

Shot- Long shot

length 1 second

action- lots of little starts enter

Shot- Long shot

length 2 seconds

Action-  word appears

Shot- Long shot

length- 3 seconds

storyboard example
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